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"Don't you say anything for a moment."

"You and I can't be, I love my wife very much."

"And you disguise yourself, but it is not your true thoughts, you may appreciate
and be curious about me, but definitely not to the level of like or even love."

Xu Linglong:????

"You, what are you saying, I can't understand, am I not good enough?"

Lin Hao was helpless, still holding on hard?

"Let me ask you, since you left last time to this stage when you returned to the Xu
family, where were you?"

This time Xu Linglong was confused again, Lin Hao's answer made her a little
speechless, but Xu Linglong still said that all were single-mindedly cultivating with her master

ancestor Chen Bei Xuan.



"Hahaha!" Hearing Xu Linglong's answer, Lin Hao was already basically sure,
smiling and looking at Xu Linglong, the eyes that saw through everything, staring at Xu
Linglong's scalp a little numb.

"You? pick up dyed ground Yi Yi Lu Er Xi? , what do you want to do?" Xu
Linglong completely panicked, he knew? Impossible ah, how did he know!

"Chen Beixuan that old bastard bad enough ah, in order to revenge me, even his
own apprentice grandson so pit?" Lin Hao all feel speechless, the old man was pitted so badly by

him and Shen Yidao, let the old lady and Lin Yun go to beat him up what's wrong?

People Shen Yidao just put harsh words, this old man is good, let the apprentice
grandson over to use the beauty scheme to pit himself?

"I guess, does he want me to fall in love with you first, and then be abandoned by

you mercilessly ah?"

"Uh ......" Xu Linglong didn't even know what to say, helplessly spat out his

tongue: "Well ......, the master ancestor thought so, but obviously I failed, but he also gave me
another task, that is to let me protect you and make sure that nothing happens to you."

Said Xu Linglong embarrassed, embarrassed spit out his tongue, hey, although
only pretend a few days, but really quite tired ah.



Lin Hao is right, Xu Linglong is admiring and curious about Lin Hao, but knows
that Lin Hao has a wife, so did not even think about the other.

Last time I ran into, let Lin Hao as their boyfriend for a day, but also purely
curious about what experience is to have a boyfriend, after all, chasing her, but she did not want

to talk to those guys, since I ran into Lin Hao, directly caught by Xu Linglong, is purely curious.

"By the way, Lin Hao, what did you do to make my master actually think of such

a damaging move?" Xu Linglong looked at Lin Hao with great curiosity.

Lin Hao shrugged, "It's nothing, it's just that this old thing was hung up and

beaten by my grandmother and aunt, and he couldn't beat my grandmother and my aunt, so he
held a grudge against me."

Pfft!

Xu Linglong is speechless, this is okay?

Xu Linglong also suddenly rang up, stunned: "I said it, that day to my task, the
ancestor nose, face swollen, a face of anger, I asked him, he actually said accidentally fallen, this
is not a joke, Xuan master can walk and fall, how careless it must be ah."

Accidental fall?



These two hearts are big ah, really a dare to say a dare to believe ah.

"Well, this matter is over, and you should also go to the training to go, there is no
need to stay by my side, I can guarantee my own safety, we are still friends in the future, do not
think about the rest." Lin Hao waved his hand, this matter is finally clear, naturally there is no
need to dwell, if not today Lin Hao said break, then really may not have friends have to do.

"Why do you say this, give me the feeling like ...... I am a spare tire, is a fish
raised in your pond, you are afraid not a sea king it." Xu Linglong laughed rather mischievously.

Lin Hao rolled his eyes: "Good bye, friends have nothing to do, go slowly and do

not send off."

"Hey, joking ah, you this person!"

Things said open, Xu Linglong even personally apologized to Shen Xi Yan, and
explained the reason, Shen Xi Yan did not blame Xu Linglong, but also recognized an extra sister.

This Xu Linglong can be open-minded, ha ha, one after another let Lei Ling call
their sister, so Lei Ling Ling want to duel with Xu Linglong, who lost who is a sister!
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Eventually it was stopped by Shen Xiyan, Lin Hao was not interested in getting together, but after
talking about it, Lei Ling Ling was not so hostile to Xu Linglong.



But Xu Linglong as soon as you say let Lei Ling call her sister this thing, Lei Ling
will grimace, such as a cute rage little brain tiger.

A day of fuss, everyone is also tired, each went to rest, Lin Hao, Lin Qingcheng
and Shen Xiyan stayed behind.

The others naturally didn't come to disturb them.

"Is everything okay at home?" Lin Hao looked at Lin Qingcheng.

Lin Qingcheng nodded: "Except for missing you, everything is fine, especially
sister-in-law."

Shen Xiyan's pretty face was shy: "Qingcheng what are you talking about, I'm
not."

However, Shen Xiyan's answer is written on her face, okay.

"I also want to take you guys back to Jinling, let grandma and aunt meet you,
Qingcheng you should also recognize your ancestors, although I do not feel for the Lin family, but
grandma those people are true to me, that is blood thicker than water kinship, however, I have to
do the next thing, some danger, so I can not let you guys go to Jinling, especially Xiyan." Lin Hao
is most worried about Shen Xiyan ah.



Now go to the Lin family in Jinling, it really does not fit? The first thing that you

need to do is to go to Jinling. Suitable, not to mention that, to be honest, the situation in Jinling is
not obvious now, the situation in the entire martial arts world is even less obvious.

The quantum calamity will rise, the disaster will come ah.

Lin Qingcheng shook his head to indicate that he does not matter, casually chatted
some, Lin Qingcheng also left, Lin Hao can return will not be too long, Lin Qingcheng and how

can not bear to occupy this little two time together. "

After Lin Qingcheng left, Shen Xiyan completely nestled in Lin Hao's arms, the
two did not speak, feeling the tranquility of the moment, each other's breath, and even listening to
each other's breathing and heartbeat.

Outside the villa is brightly lit, but no one to disturb them, the sky white moon
hanging high, a summer evening breeze blowing, stirring Shen Xiyan forehead bangs, fluttering
with the wind.

This moment, is so beautiful, so happy, Shen Xiyan how I hope that time is frozen

in this moment, never separate, until eternity.

However, Shen Xiyan knew that it was impossible.



"Hao, can you not go away, so many martial arts masters, why is it you." Shen
Xiyan words with a plea: "I know this request is a little unreasonable, but I'm really afraid, I know
what you do is very dangerous, but also to protect us, but I need to be on edge day and night

worrying about something happening to you, I'm really afraid."

"Otherwise, we don't want anything, don't want this cultivation, this hundred
billion group also don't want. Find an uninhabited place and be a simple, ordinary person."

Shen Xiyan will just say what is in his heart, after all, Shen Xiyan is still very clear,
it is useless. Some things you do not want to do, you can not do.

In its place, the body can not help itself.

Many times you do not reach that height, did not enter that circle, is not know
what is called the self.

But Shen Xiyan will say the words in her heart, her heart depressed unhappiness

also dissipated some, the mood can not help but a little lighter.

"I'm sorry." Lin Hao was full of apologies as he rubbed Shen Xiyan's hair.

"Some things are not something I can not do if I do not want to, because I know
too much, this is the afterglow of this era, either transformed or towards the end. We are right at

the turning point of an era, I think you should also feel it, right?" Lin Hao sighed, the HighMartial



Age was emitting its final afterglow, just as it did when the Dharma cultivation age reached the

end of the age.

All the Dharma cultivators have come out, even those old monsters living in the

deep mountains and forests, knowing that the quantum calamity is coming and the era is coming

to an end, have come out of the mountains to blossom their last light and leave a strong and

colorful mark on this era.

Shen Xiyan nodded: "I, have felt, I feel around the martial arts strong people began
to more and more, and grow strength seems to be much, much easier, but the hearts of the people
have also become more and more restless, the hearts of the people are restless, emotional rage."
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"Well, this is the end of this era, and we are all the last witnesses." Lin Hao did not say much to

Shen Xiyan, at least Shen Xiyan should also realize.

At one time, a martial artist was a rare existence in modern society, not to mention
a patriarch.

Innate realm clan master, even the early innate realm, can also proudly claim: clan
master like a dragon, not to be insulted!

But with the arrival of the quantum calamity, the era is coming to an end, those
strong people in response to the calamity and out to plan a way out, followed by Chen Beixuan,
such as the never-seen hidden world strong people on the Dragon Gate, since then, the clan into
the world, strong people like a forest, so as to plan a new way out.



Sects into the world, coupled with the impact of the quantum calamity, under the
afterglow of the times, resulting in today's sect master as many as dogs, the situation of the great
sect master everywhere.

But these are only a short-lived illusion!

In fact, the sect before the world, in fact, there have been many strong people into
the world, they did not show just, after all, did not enter the circle, you simply do not know the

circle of the situation.

Not martial arts masters, how do you know what you are next to a powerful

existence, or an ordinary person?

Strength is easy to improve, people are restless, it is more and more proof that the

quantum leap has begun, and Lin Hao's mission is about to begin.

"It's okay." Shen Xiyan smiled softly: "I just said that, I naturally know that this is

all can not be helped, but you must be more careful ah."

"Don't worry, there is such a beautiful wife at home, how can I let something

happen, besides, my little cotton coat is not yet born." Lin Hao smiles all over, it won't be long
before the child is born, right?



"Why is it your little cotton wool, and not my little cotton wool? I think it's
definitely my little cotton coat." Shen Xiyan was very unconvinced.

It is said that a daughter is a father's lover in a previous life and a little cotton coat
in this life, while a son is a mother's little cotton coat.

Lin Hao froze for a moment: "But I like daughters better."

"I didn't say it had to be a son."

The two people were able to argue over this matter for a few sentences, but in the
end, we all ended up laughing, life, should add some spice, husband and wife respect each other
like a guest, bland without waves, unchanging life, and how to call it life.

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good
deal on a lot of things. The actual fact is that the actual person is not a person, but a person who is
not a person. The phone call.

Lin Yun clearly said that Lin Hao and Lei Ling for a short time, do not return to
Jinling first!

Lin Hao asked the reason, but Lin Yun did not say, once again warned Lin Hao not
to come back, and watch Lei Ling, then hurriedly hung up the phone, looking very anxious.



Something is wrong!

Something is definitely wrong, otherwise Lin Yun could not be so anxious.

Lin Hao did not alarm Shen Xiyan and went directly to Xu Linglong, because he
thought that Lin Yun could not let Lei Ling know about this.

Xu Linglong was woken up early in the morning by Lin Hao, a little upset, did not
know that she has the wake up call?

Just listening to Lin Hao's words, Xu Linglong also froze for a moment, she
actually did not receive any news, what is the situation?

You should know that the five families of Jinling, even if any of the family
something happened, the other families will hear the wind blowing is ah.

Xu Linglong reassured Lin Hao that nothing big should happen, and then took out
his cell phone to make a call.

However, Xu Linglong was fine in front, however, the next face became more and
more ugly, to the end of the face completely gloomy down.

Lin Hao suddenly had a strong sense of foreboding.



Sure enough, Xu Linglong hung up the phone and told Lin Hao that something had
happened to the Lin family, and it wasn't just the Lin family that was in trouble, but also the Lei
family.

The Lei family and some of the Lin family's ambitious side line, united to start

trouble with the main family, Xu family even entangled in it, no wonder Xu Linglong were
marginalized did not get the news, even Xu Linglong's parents are under house arrest, is not want
Xu Linglong to intervene, after all, Xu Linglong recently with the Lin family that just emerged the
first line is too close.

This is not to mention, moving mountain clan patriarch Wang Qian, joint Yuehai
clan, a thousand clans on the Lin family, for his son digging graves son revenge, and asked to call
out Lin Xuanyuan for his son to be buried!
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In other times, these clan? Aizai Xizai Xiyi Yi? The door dared to do so, it is estimated that early
by the Lin family directly to destroy.

However, this time, the three major clans actually united with the Jinling Long

family, and the Long family head actually also broke through to the Xuan Master level.

This time, internal problems continue, external strong enemies around, the Lin
family and the Lei family are in trouble.



Whether it is peak combat power, or middle combat power, can not compare with
each other, even in terms of funds, also can not engage each other!

And the enemy is raging, there will be the Lin family and the Lei family together
with the destruction of the inevitable!

"By the way, just now I received a message from my ancestor, he said, I'm afraid

the entire martial arts world of the hidden powers, will be concerned about this matter, but may
not take action." Xu Linglong did not understand, the hidden family battle, although it is true that
it can make those Xuan Master great powers pay attention, but not so much that everyone is
interested in this matter only.

"It's starting." Lin Hao let out a bitter smile, "This is the first test for me ah."

"What??" Xu Linglong was full of question marks, why did she know every word

Lin Hao said, but the combination was completely incomprehensible.

"Nothing, your parents are being blackmailed, you stay here for a few days,
purely as a way to help me protect Xiyan and them, in addition, this matter do not let that girl
Ling'er know." Lin Hao finished and ignored Xu Linglong, turned to go outside, but once he
turned around, Lin Hao action froze.

Lei Lingling beamed, very cute, hair a little messy, sleepy-eyed obviously not yet
awake.



"Brother Lin, you still can't lose me?" Lei Ling is very dissatisfied, she was not
awake, just heard the movement and saw Lin Hao towards Xu Linglong room, good guy, early in
the morning is trying to do?

Lei Ling alert, rushed to follow the past, but heard such scary news.

All let Lei Ling to know, and how can Lei Ling will be able to get rid of it? In the

end, Lin Hao had to take her with him to leave Tianhai in a hurry, did not have time to say

goodbye to Shen Xiyan, had to ask Xu Linglong to pass on for him.

On his way to Jinling, Lin Hao contacted the Skyfall Justice team and asked them

how much money they had now.

It didn't take long for the team leader, Chen Tianyue, codenamed Xiyue Da Di, to
tell Lin Hao that they had made a lot of money during this recent period of time by using these
funds to harvest wildly in the overseas stock market, and currently had about 600 billion, but
there were many funds that were still in the plate that could not be moved, and if they were forced
to move, it might cause some possible loss.

Lin Hao thought about it, almost without any hesitation: "do not have to count the
loss, let the thousand-lipped eye to collect information, Jinling Xu family, the Dragon family,
including Yuehai clan, moving mountain door, the core enterprises controlled by the thousand

sects.

Find their weaknesses lifeline, one by one to hit off, regardless of the cost, smash
their plate!



These families are in control of some enterprises, otherwise the family with
degrees how to come, although this at once against the target some more, but the key Lin Hao

must do, he can do very few things really, after all, such a huge collision, is not a joke.

"Okay, I'll arrange it right away." Chen Tianyue for Lin Hao's orders, never ask
questions, directly give orders.

"Pay attention to safety, don't expose your position at will, or you may be in

danger." Lin Hao did not joke, after all, they had earlier secondary market so sweeping, even
ordinary people would hate to send killers to assassinate them.

After all, a good stock market plate, the company's operation is also considered
good, but they rushed in a bunch of smashing to make people are going bankrupt, do not hate him
to death only ghost.

Now Lin Hao wants them to deal with, is so powerful martial arts clan, or a hidden
family, their situation will be even more dangerous. On the way to Jinling, Lin Hao received a

message from Xu Linglong.

It was the strength comparison situation between the two sides!

Grand Master level powerhouse, both the Lin family and the Lei family are still

quite disadvantaged, because the internal problems are still here.



But high-end combat power, the situation is not a big gap, the dragon family head
just broke through the early stage of Xuan Shi, Xu Fanghua can easily deal with.
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As for the Xu family head, is the middle Xuan division, and an early Xuan division level elders,
Lin Yun naturally can deal with the Xu family head, the Lei family also has a side Xuan division
great power, still supporters of the Lei family main family.

The two sides carried out several battles in a short period of time, but they were all
high-level powerhouses fighting each other, Xuan division level battles, will choose to be in the
middle of nowhere.

But each time the return, both sides do not look too good, apparently estimated
that each other, who can not hold each other, so no one dares to easily start a full-scale war.

Only, the arrow on the string had to be sent, they chose to unveil the pole, it is
naturally impossible to easily retreat, the confrontation between the two sides I am afraid will

continue.

The three clans are almost as strong as they can be, all? The closed ground is

intended to cover the ground? All ran to Jinling to go.

Lin Hao finished reading this information when the plane just landed in Jinling
airport.



As a result, Lei Ling was in a hurry to get out of the airport when Lin Hao pulled
Lei Ling and changed to another passenger plane, the end point is exactly Tianhai.

"Brother??? Are you being funny?" Lei Ling are anxious, how brother in the

critical moment unreliable ah.

Just returned from Tianhai to Jinling, off the plane and fly back? Are you sure

you're not joking?

"No kidding, the three clans are strong, but the family side will not be a big

problem in a short time, so we go back to get together what hilarious, go steal home." Lin Hao
speechless, he finished reading the information are a little want to beat Xu Linglong.

The most important news actually put at the end, but also redundant so much ......

Directly tell him that the Lin family can withstand, the three clans strong people
out of all can not?

Lei Ling is extremely intelligent, Lin Hao a little explanation she understood.

Two hours later, the two returned from the Jinling Airport to the Tianhai Airport,
Lin Yun was relieved to see the Lin family.



She sent someone to keep an eye on the airport, and now Lei Ling and Lin Hao's
cell phones are directly off, but Lin Yun knows that they have been to Jinling Airport, but I do not
know why they turned around and went back to Tianhai.

In any case, as long as they do not return to Jinling will not be a problem,
although the Lin family and Lei family some trouble, but still within the control, the problem is

not very big.

Yuehai Sect sect clan location is somewhat mysterious and unpredictable, not easy
to find, and a thousand sects and some remote, Lin Hao had to choose to no moving mountain

clan.

Moving Mountain Sect happens to be in the sky sea remote somewhere above the
emperor's tomb, a treacherous high mountain, the mountain has an ancient emperor's tomb, they
themselves are digging the tomb, the result is that these people are also shameless enough, fishing
for light treasures in the tomb not to mention, directly transformed it into their own sect.

The core of the Mountain Moving Sect is located in the emperor's tomb, while the
building at the top of the mountain peak is where the Mountain Moving Sect's clan normally lives.

Lin Hao and Lei Ling arrived silently under the Mountain Moving Sect's mountain
gate, at the foot of the Sea Mountain.

The sea mountain is at the mouth of the sea, for the sea to take in the hundred
rivers, countless rivers converge here and into the sea, this is a treasure in feng shui metaphysics,
there is a celestial dragon out of the sea, the emperor mausoleum built again, but also very
suitable.



Lin Hao arrived at the foot of the sea mountain, but his face was a little ugly.

The top of the sea mountain, there are many ancient buildings, in the clouds are
hidden, the main hall QiongLou jade, but it is a good style, plus the clouds are hidden, feel added
a few indistinct feeling, let the heart yearn, such as the clouds in the fairy palace.

Besides, the line of moving mountain clan, the most is rich, antiques are more
needless to say, seen the palace is countless, the clan naturally will not get too bad.

But Lin Hao but can not give birth to any desire, but the face is gloomy horrible,
Lin Hao practice seven kill divine sword duel, and Xuan Yuan sword body, sword spirit

protection, their own self with the righteousness, he can clearly see.

Sea mountain half of the location, which has a dark as ink dense Yin Fury Qi, this
Yin Fury Qi Yin evil violent, these Yin Fury Qi once burst open, the consequences are
unimaginable, the entire sea of heaven will be shrouded in the fury of fear.
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The spread is so large, martial arts powerhouse is not much of a problem, but if it is an ordinary
person? Almost no resist.

Fury into the body, the lighter a great sickness, from then on weak and sickly,
heavy is not strange to die!



"It seems we really came to the right enemy, since we are here, then let me
completely destroy this place, I see how these bastards still wreck people!" Lin Hao finished, the
Xuan Yuan sword hanging around his neck trembled gently, as if in response to Lin Hao.

"Brother, be careful, I just arrived here I feel very uncomfortable, I do not know
why, especially I feel to go up the mountain is very uncomfortable, very uncomfortable." Lei Ling
small frown is very deep, Lei Ling body does not have Hao Rang Qi, so can not see the dense
black gas, but also keenly feel uncomfortable, heart alert.

"It's okay, I'm here." Lin Hao took out the Xuan Yuan sword, which returned to its
normal size.

A clanging sword sound rang out, Lin Hao waved the Xuan Yuan sword and flung

a golden Hao Ran sword Qi towards Lei Ling.

Lei Ling was startled, subconsciously to dodge, only to see that it was Lin Hao out
of the time, Lei Ling did not dodge again, but instead smiled sweetly, smiled, closed his eyes.

She did not know why Lin Hao wanted to kill her, but Lin Hao killed her, she has
no regrets!

Just under? Xixi serve ai er serve dyed cover? A moment!



A buzzing sound, Lei Ling unharmed, but instead of a trembling body, a
seemingly golden light, Lei Ling body also froze a hoarse aura.

Lei Ling froze, he was actually fine?

Feeling the changes in the body, Lei Ling opened his eyes, the smile on his face
more and more brilliant.

"See that thing no." Lin Hao pointed to the location halfway up the mountain in

front of him, "Get rid of that thing first, you have to be more careful, this one sword qi might not

be able to protect you for long."

"Hee hee, I'm not afraid of it." Lei Ling naturally also saw the terribly dense Yin

Qi.

The top of the mountain immortal Qi drifting like a palace, this half of the
mountain side is like a cultivation of hell.

Xuan Yuan sword has been sheathed, the sword body golden light shining, its
engraved sun, moon and stars, mountains, rivers, grass and trees are alive, as if they have come
to life.

Lei Ling, after all, is a girl, or a little scared, carefully followed Lin Hao, the closer
they are to that half of the mountain side of the netherworld, you can see, there are shadows, white



shadows fluttering, the most damaging is that the black fog constantly rolling and surging, as if it
were a living thing, constantly transformed into a variety of hideous appearance.

There are men and women, there are old and young, the harsh howling sound of

whimpering is one after another, constantly around.

Dang! Dang!

Inside came what sounded like the sound of heavy objects hitting, and then, it was
as if there were thousands of horses marching quickly, surging, the momentum was so strong that

even that Yin Qi stagnated for a while.

At this moment Lin Hao and Lei Ling has reached the outermost two meters of the
yin envelope, to this, Lei Ling has been scared some trembling up, inside from time to time, such
as ghosts laughing, such as ghosts weeping blood howling, the surrounding temperature is
reduced to a terrible degree.

The sunny days below the mountain, here is as cold as the winter months, they are
near a layer of frost, see how low the temperature here really is!

"The sword spirit follows my will! Sword intent will be my heart! Sword qi opens
up the yin and yang! Open!" Lin Hao held the Xuan Yuan sword in his hand, and as Lin Hao

shouted angrily, the Xuan Yuan sword shone brightly.



Lin Hao shouted as he waved the Regulus Sword and slashed down! A horrifying

sword light headed straight for this black fog!

Buzz!

Xuan Yuan Sword came out, the ghosts and demons retreated! The sprites
tremble!

A time ghosts and wolves cry suddenly and stop, the black fog was split in two

by the sword light split a vacuum of three or four meters wide, without a trace of Yin Qi in it!

"These are corpses or what ah?" Lei Ling was horrified, this revealed three or four
meters wide channel, standing many ancient armor soldiers, hideous face, blood and scorched

black, frozen in the middle of the road, just revealed, densely packed with dozens of!

Lei Ling voice just fell, these zombies exploded, just a sword, all killed!
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These zombies are of average strength, but a sword light caused such a terrifying effect, the Xuan
Yuan sword is worthy of the divine sword of killing demons and eliminating devils!



"Brother, look! This, there are many zombies!" Lei Ling suddenly found that the

surge of black fog, there are more corpses, these corpses are dressed differently, no longer just
soldiers in armor, and these are able to move.

Lin Hao shook his head, moving mountain clan really want to be condemned by

God ah, digging graves robbing graves not to mention, but also the tomb owner to refine into a

corpse king for its drive, but also countless ancient tomb of the stiff but not decaying corpses out,
placed here to make a mountain protection array, such acts, digging graves door a sickly

half-dead appearance is also completely understandable.

"So, it is even more can not stay!" Lin Hao gripped the Xuan Yuan sword, was
about to turn all this into flying ashes, and also as a way to eliminate harm for the people.

And Lin Hao felt that the Yin Qi here seems to be contaminated by the quantum of
tribulation, the negative emotions are very strong, even Lin Hao in the inside for so long, but also
feel a seemingly irritable.

Lei Ling is even worse, this place should not stay long, destroy him!

"How dare you! Who dares to trespass on my Mountain Moving Sect Mountain

Protection Formation!"

Suddenly, angry shouts rang out, and the surrounding shadowy fury completely

came to life!



Lin Hao's face changed, damn, someone was manipulating this formation against
them!

With a furious shout from the other side, the Sea Mountain Taiyin Formation
suddenly surged, in a flash, the sky and earth changed color, dim and dark Yin Qi enveloped the

entire Sea Mountain, Yin wind gusts, demons and monsters appeared, Yin drums burst out, and
the heart and soul of the soul.

Lin Hao's face is gloomy, did not expect the other side still left experts in the sect,
plus the mountain protection formation, really not easy to deal with.

But think about it, the heritage of thousands of years of sects, which is easy to deal
with?

The news of the attack on the MountainMoving Clan also quickly reached the ears
of Tomb Raider in Jinling. When Tomb Raider got this news, he was not moved, but accelerated
the pace of attacking the Lin and Lei families.

The Mountain Moving Clan also issued a clan summoning order, and the exiled

disciples of the Mountain Moving Clan converged on the Mountain Moving Clan from all
directions, while the Yuehai Clan and the Thousand Clans, which were on a united front with the

Mountain Moving Clan, all sent strong people to assist the Mountain Moving Clan.

In the middle of the Taiyin formation, Lin Hao, who was ravaged by the gusts of

Yin wind, had a face as gloomy as water, this time it was really his own carelessness and
gullibility.



The terrifying Yin and Fury gas constantly trying to erode Lin Hao, but Lin Hao
holding the Xuan Yuan sword, not the slightest panic, only Lei Ling situation is a bit of trouble, the
face has surrounded the Yin and Fury gas, apparently has been impregnated by the Yin evil gas.

Knock, knock, knock!

The sound of sharp war drums sounded, in all directions is heavy with heavenly
battle intent, there are thousands of troops converging on the momentum!

Lin Hao gritted his teeth, dodged to the side of Lei Ling, a hand to Lei Ling to

copy, regardless of whether Lei Ling willing, if she continues to stay here, he can not protect its
safety.

Golden divine light body protection, Lin Hao easily Lei Ling to take out of the sea
mountain range, in the eye of the formation control Taiyin formation of elders, face also flashed a
touch of amazement, this person really have some skills, but can leave the formation and go, as if
the dense Yin gas does not affect each other.

"Brother, are we retreating from here?" Lei Ling left the range of Yin Qi, the face
only slightly better, the mind is also solid.

"Ling'er, didn't you say that even the peak of the Grand Master shines to beat up

the right?" Lin Hao smiled lightly.



Lei Ling proudly nodded his head, that certainly la.

"Good, I believe they can't possibly have extra Grand Master peaks to send over,
you intercept their reinforcements at the foot of the mountain, I'll go and break this formation!"

Hearing Lin Hao say this, Lei Ling's eyes lit up and his eyes shone brightly,
finally? The first time I heard this, I was able to get to the bottom of the mountain. Can be a great
display of power, without fear of a sound fight?

"Brother rest assured, guarantee to complete the task!" Lei Ling happily promised
down.

Chapter 1818

Lin Hao and into the two sword qi to Lei Ling body, to protect her from all evil, and even

dangerous moments, these two sword qi can also save her, these two sword qi can have a ray of

Lin Hao's divine thoughts in it.

As all this, Lin Hao face fierce, clutching the Xuan Yuan sword, once again
towards the Taiyin formation sped away!

"Hm? Kid, you really don't know what you're doing, how dare you come in?"
The elder of the Mountain Moving Sect who was stationed at the eye of the formation had his eyes
fixed: "Cavalrymen, listen to the order! Shield and sword soldiers! Bowmen, listen to the order!
Gunmen! Thousands of troops, listen to the order! Kill!"



Roar!

Thousands of troops roared in unison, their killing intent was so solid that the

entire sea mountain trembled, and even the ordinary people of the entire Heavenly Sea could feel

the slightest trembling intent!

At that moment, a majestic golden body shadow lit up behind Lin Hao!

This is the will of the Yellow Emperor, the spirit of the sword spirit condensed!

The golden figure murmured softly, like a saint whispering, like a Buddhist
Sanskrit voice murmuring!

"All evil will not enter!"

"Ten thousand hair will not invade!"

"Evil demons retreat! The monsters and demons will be punished! Condense!"

As the last word of the golden body shadow fell, the entire sea mountain's dense
Yin Qi unexpectedly collapsed, countless sprites and ghosts of the voice issued ear-splitting
screams!



"This ......" Lin Hao also scared a big jump, one is this sword spirit has such a

powerful restraint power on the Yin and evil things, more let Lin Hao scared a big jump is, this sea
mountain above, densely arranged in a square array of thousands of war soldiers!

Although the Yin Qi faded, Taiyin formation damaged, but did not completely

break open.

One by one in front of the recluse saber soldiers, armor has been broken and
rotten, their flesh is also crippled, and even some just a skeleton supporting the armor!

Those war horses are also the same, some still have flesh, some have been
missing half, thousands of ancient warriors, neatly squared, brave, thousands of troops gathered
here killing intent condensed like substance.

The tattered banner waving in the wind, at this moment Lin Hao feel as alone,
facing thousands of horses!

Lin Hao experienced countless battles, but never faced such a battle, the cold ice
age of war, the sense of oppression, deterrent warfare, Lin Hao's soul is so powerful are suffering
from a violent impact, actually have to retreat.

The sea mountain shrouded by the Yin Qi receded, but the war soldier around,
still surrounded by the ghostly black gas.



The sound of the war drums resounded through the heavens and earth, this is the
last drum of the ancient war drums, when the drums sounded, it means the start of the bloodbath!

"Kill!"

The front row of recluse swordsmen, neatly and uniformly holding shields,
holding large swords, charging forward bravely and fearlessly!

The cavalry, straddling their horses and lances, galloped forward, and the violent
and dense sound of their hooves made the earth tremble.

The emotions of death, fear, uncertainty and helplessness kept eroding Lin Hao.

Lin Hao's legs were weak and he had the idea of turning around and running, not
because he was timid, but because he had never experienced such a scene, and he could never

feel how frightening it was for one person to face the thousands of horses galloping by!

The Xuan Yuan sword sword spirit seems to sense something, constantly
trembling, blooming dazzling light, faintly Lin Hao felt, Xuan Yuan sword seems to be full of

excitement!

Back then, the Regulus sword followed the Yellow Emperor, I'm afraid it has

experienced countless such great battles, even more magnificent than this scene!



Regulus sword lightly trembled, Lin Hao also snapped awake, damn, he was
afraid, cowardly!

At this time, the foot of the mountain, has broken out shocking battle, Lin Hao
looked, Lei Ling has fought with those galloping strong people into a ball, but he fell off the chain
instead, how can I endure!

The sound of roaring footsteps, violent hoofbeats roaring next to the ears, that the
army of Yin corpses is close to the eyes.

But at this moment, Lin Hao, no longer any fear of color, a forward, though death
not regret!

In the face of a thousand armies, Lin Hao's body also erupted out of the heavenly
battle intent, the Xuan Yuan sword in his hand is condensed heavenly sword intent!

"In the old days, there were a thousand armies? Closed the ground will be zero

west dyeing the cover? Seven into seven out to take the enemy's head! Now I Lin Hao, a sword
to break a thousand armies!"

Lin Hao shouted angrily, holding the Xuan Yuan sword instead of advancing,
rushed forward against the oncoming cavalry formation!
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Seven Killings Divine Sword Duel First Form! Sword Qi Sweeping!

A golden sword qi like a huge curved moon swept across the area!

Upon contact with the sword qi, the first row of war horses in the square formation

collapsed with a bang, and the war horses at the rear were also hardened by the sword qi chopping
off their limbs, and the war horses hissed fiercely!

One by one, the cavalrymen were thrown off their horses, the cavalrymen turned
into gunmen all of a sudden, before they could get up and continue the charge, the cavalry war
horses in the back of the front, directly stepped on these cavalrymen who fell off their horses and
charged through.

No fear, disregard for other warriors, only the implementation of the order to
charge! Fearless, fearless charge!

This moment of Lin Hao, as if in the ancient battlefield, blood boiling, only one
thought left, that is to kill all the enemies in front of you!

Sword intent across the circumference, sword domain surrounded, sword intent as
real? The sword intent is like a real? In the face of the dense arrows falling from the sky, Lin Hao
did not even defend, only knew to wield the sword in the midst of thousands of horses to kill!



Lin Hao around, ninety-nine golden sword, in the military formation, such as a
dragon into the sea, come and go freely, the strength of a slightly inferior war soldier directly by
the sword through the body, causing dissipation, into a pile of dead bones scattered to the earth!

Golden light illuminated the sky, reflecting the sea mountain are golden, as if a
gold mountain!

"Damn, how is this possible!Why is this kid's Dao content so restrained to our Tai
Yin formation! Who the hell is he?" The Mountain Moving Clan elders who were controlling the

formation eyes turned white at the sight of this scene!

The reinforcements from below were delayed in reaching the mountain, but they
were actually stopped by a little girl with no dao implication, and this kid was holding a sword,
reaping the warriors in the Taiyin formation with abandon!

Although there are many war soldiers, thousands of them, but in front of Lin Hao,
they are unbeatable, like chopping a watermelon!

"Five vanguard officers! Three deputy marshals! Kill!" The elders controlling the
formation gritted their teeth and offered a killer move, otherwise, if this goes on, all the money
that the Mountain Moving Sect had collected for a thousand years might be ruined!

Swoosh!



Eight black shadows sped through the Thousand Armies Formation, quickly
converging towards Lin Hao's location.

Lin Hao slightly raised his eyebrows, he was killing the best, especially hearing
the hissing of the warriors around him, but also to stimulate the boiling blood in Lin Hao's body.

But Lin Hao suddenly found that there are several powerful breath, is towards his
location, speedy, powerful breath, so Lin Hao had to be cautious.

They were all Grand Master level existences!

The fishy stench was puffy, and the saber qi with a strong fierce aura came

head-on, forcing Lin Hao straight to the face.

Lin Hao held his sword and swept it across, stopping its blade qi with a sword qi.

He was surrounded by eight corpses wearing ancient general battle armor, holding
all kinds of weapons general-like, sunken in the eye sockets, which burned with two miserable

flames.

Lin Hao grin, really willing to pay the blood ah!



In Lin Hao around the killing of nearly a hundred golden sword qi, actually by Lin
Hao divine call, incomparably rapid convergence towards where Lin Hao, the eight corpse
emperors are flying towards Lin Hao.

Lin Hao fiercely stepped on the ground, the hard granite clicked and dented, the
next moment, Lin Hao is the whole person is up in the sky!

Sword domain divine movement!

Maintaining the imperial air, all those corpse emperors' attacks pounced in vain,
originally they surrounded Lin Hao, but Lin Hao rose up into the sky and broke out, instead they
were surrounded by golden golden light!

"Explosion!"

Ninety-nine sword qi simultaneously self-exploded, sword qi contains the

longitudinal sword intent, as well as the power to kill evil, the terrifying power after-effects like a
bomb instantly exploded, the golden power after-effects swept around, everywhere, these many
strength only early innate realm warriors, instantly collapsed!

"No! This can't be!" The elder controlling the formation roared in anger, dropping
two lines of blood tears and spurting out a mouthful of blood, almost not directly passing out on
the spot. In this instant, three of the eight corpse emperors were lost, and the remaining five were
all disabled, their Yin Qi was unstable, and they almost lost their fighting ability.



Chapter 1820

What's worse, the horrific explosion after-effects, the hard harvest hundreds of warriors, at this
moment the formation remaining warriors ten not survive one, Taiyin formation is completely
ruined.

The mountain moving clan's thousand years of accumulated heritage had been

lost like that!

How could the elder not vomit blood?

How can he not be heartbroken?

The worst thing was that the five wounded corpse emperors, before they could

retreat, were quickly killed by Lin Hao with a hundred more sword qi, and the remaining warriors
were also cleared away like the autumn wind sweeping away the leaves.

Gone, completely gone!

Thousands of years of planning, just like that, gone.

What use was the strongest corpse emperor left? At this moment the strongest

corpse emperor, the formation eye of the Taiyin formation, strength vaguely reached the late

Grand Master existence, and vaguely maintain some of the spiritual intelligence before life, but
the elder felt that there is no way to change the outcome.



He was only an early Grand Master elder.

The elder of the Mountain Moving Sect thought of what would happen to him if
the patriarch dug up the tomb and knew about it, and actually fainted in front of his eyes, thinking
of the consequences, and fainted from fear!

The only remaining corpse emperor flickered with serious flames, and also

flashed away quickly.

As for those strong people who came over to help, seeing that the momentum of

the Mountain Moving Sect had already gone, how would they continue to pester? Not to mention

that even Lei Ling's defense line could not be broken, on the contrary, more than a dozen people
were killed and wounded, two of which were killed on the spot by the Grand Master powerhouse.

Therefore, the moment the Taiyin formation broke open, everyone began to scatter
and flee!

Many people had already recognized Lin Hao's identity, the final winner of the
Tianhai Martial Dao Alliance, Lin Xuan Yuan!

Some even recognized the weapon in Lin Hao's hand, the Xuan Yuan sword!



"Brother, I haven't embarrassed you, have I?" Lei Ling flashed and landed beside

Lin Hao, inviting credit and generally winking cutely towards him.

"Hard work." Lin Hao dotingly rubbed Lei Ling's head, Lei Ling was a little tired
but not injured, so Lin Hao was finally relieved.

"Hey, this Moving Mountain Sect is more than a thousand years old, there must be
a lot of treasures in the sect, right? Let's go scavenge a bit?" Lei Ling looked at the sea mountain?
The earth covers the ground whisked by dyeing Yi Yi dye? The top moving mountain clan's sect
is located, double sun shine.

Lin Hao dumbfounded laugh, this little girl is actually still a little money fan ah.

A heritage of such a long time clan, the treasure naturally can not be less ah.

Especially this moving mountain clan or specialize in dead people's business sect.

Since Lei Ling liked it, how could Lin Hao refuse: "Let's go, let's go ahead and

scavenge!"

Unfortunately, as soon as Lin Hao's words fell, the sky and earth changed color,
the earth shook and the mountains shook, and a breath-taking aura kept coming!



Lin Hao's face changed greatly, not good, something is going to happen!

Lin Hao almost did not even think, pulling the thunder spirit quickly retreat!

At this time, the sky above the sea mountain suddenly fell heavenly omen, dark
clouds rolled heaven and earth change color, a thunder mang in the dark clouds flashing and

scintillating, appalling, the lightning is full of destructive atmosphere, suffocating.

Lin Hao are feeling trembling, Lei Ling has long been scared white face, if not at
this time there is no one to cultivate the law, otherwise Lin Hao thought it was some big brother in
the tribulation it!

Lin Hao and others retreated after some safe distance, that heavenly oppression,
which made Lin Hao breathe a little more comfortable.

"Brother, this, what's happening?" Lei Ling's pretty face was white, and her tone

trembled as she asked.

Lin Hao shook his head, he did not know how to explain, but in his heart already
had a vague guess!

Hmm?



Down, it's snowing!

Today is the height of summer in June, how can it snow!

June flying snow, heaven and earth abnormal, and the sea mountain and amazing
thunder, this is afraid ......

I'm afraid that this is the sign of the heavenly omen, the sign of the quantum
calamity!

Boom!

Suddenly, an amazing thunderbolt descended from the sky and quickly fell,
directly hitting the sect building of the Mountain Moving Sect, with a terrifying might that

instantly wiped out the sect!

Then, the whole sea mountain is shrouded in amazing thunder, the smallest of
these thunder mang is even arm-thick, dark clouds cover the sky, the world-ending thunder
envelops the sea mountain, it seems, want to search for treasures naturally is hopeless.
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